D o flowers make any sound as they grow and blossom? I can remember neither the author of this question nor the title of the text in which the question was raised. This question, however, has come back to me many times over the last several years, as I have followed lecture after lecture on how genes are expressed and regulated; on how complex inter-and intracellular molecular signaling occur within the developing mammalian embryo. And I've wondered if this incredible phenomenon, beginning with fertilization of the ovum and continuing along the upward cascading of dividing cells and the formation of specific tissues and organs, occurs in utter silence. Or, if flowers make sound as they blossom, do cells perhaps make sound as they divide, congregate, and molecularly communicate? And then as I prepared to write this editorial, the text of Dylan Thomas' play Under Milk Wood came across my desk.
The poet, I believe, is asking us to listen, not to his words "Time Passes" but, more boldly, to listen to time itself as it passes. One might reasonably and spontaneously think: what could be more silent, more deeply soundless, than the passing of time? What an odd idea-that time could make sounds as it passes! What kinds of sounds could the sounds of time passing possibly be? Would listening to the sounds of time passing require any special apparatus or preparation and training? And lastly, what could listening to the sounds of time passing plausibly have to do with the care of suffering and dying people, and their grieving loved ones and families? Three questions these are for our reflection.
The Sounds of Time Passing
The "sounds of time", like the "curtains of night", is a metaphor and we are using analogy when we speak of listening to the sounds of time passing. However, we will not get very far in understanding and perhaps harkening to the poet's injunction, "Time passes. Listen", if we limit our comprehension of time to the idea that there is only one kind of time; that time flows uniformly and inexorably from past to future; and that time is supremely independent, unbound to things like atoms, molecules, microorganisms, plants, flowers, birds, animals, humans, and the all-encompassing cosmos. Under the spell of these ideas of time-and assuming that the metaphor of time making sounds as it passes is not thought to be totally ludicrous-one would expect that time passing would make only one sound, a same and unchanging monotonous hum from beginning to end, if time presumably has a beginning and an end. There would be little point, really, for the poet to insist that we listen for and to this sound of time passing.
Poets, however, and possibly some scientists and philosophers and children, may wonder if the almost immeasurably short time, or the imperceptibly rapid passing into and out of existence of some sub-atomic particles may really be a quite different kind of time than that of a rose or an oak tree. The key point in our reflection here is to question and to challenge the idea that time is supremely independent of objects and is unbound to things. The wager in this reflection of ours is: there is no time that is not the time of some thing, be it a particle, a molecule, a cell, a flower, an animal, or a human being. The expectation in this wager is that the sounds of time passing are as numerous and as varied in tone and rhythm as are the objects to which time is bound in its passing. If this is possibly true, then there may be a point to listening for and to the sounds of time passing, particularly if the time passing is our very own or the time of those who seek our presence and care. Listening to time passing may be one of the supremely important things we human beings can do.
Listening to Time Passing
Some sounds are just noise. They carry neither information nor message, unless, of course, the noise is coming from a source that normally conveys meaning in sound. The message in the • noise, then, is that something is quite wrong with the source.
Other sounds capture and then rapidly escape our attention. These sounds are not linked together long enough to carry any message or meaning that would make us stop, and listen, and think.
When sounds are not only linked, but linked according to an order or pattern, the ordered sounds make sense and deliver a meaning. The order may be one of syntax of words and logic of concepts in a letter, an essay, or a book. It could also be the order of successive tones in diverse measures or metres from various instruments to produce a waltz or a polka or a sonata or a symphony.
The link between listening with the bodily ear to the sounds of voices and musical instruments and listening to the sounds of time passing is the idea of order and pattern that deliver meaning. It is not with the bodily ear that we will listen for and hear the sounds of time passing. For each of us, the sounds of our time passing are amplified in our feelings and emotions, in our fears and anxieties, in our loves and our guilts, in our thoughts, beliefs, and hopes. It is to these that we must listen if we are to hear the sounds of our time passing and if we are to capture the meaning of these sounds.
The ability to listen to our own feelings, fears, thoughts, and hopes, as well as to those of people seeking our care, is not automatically given with the awakening and flow of consciousness. We can neither listen for and to, nor can we really hear, the sounds of our time and others' time passing if we are fragmented, scattered, drawn here and there under the force of untold stresses through one distraction after another.
Listening to Time Passing: Taking Care and Giving Care
Listening to the sounds of time passing is reaching out into one's own unknown self and the unknown selves of others (2) . This listening to the sounds of time passing is a very difficult achievement and certain conditions have to be met if this achievement is ever to occur and occur regularly.
One of these conditions is what the monks of old called recollection. Recollection means at least this: taking care to create the space of peace within which we have a chance of gathering ourselves back together into that quiet unity of our person. We can neither listen to nor hear the sounds of our time passing if we are broken and scattered over thousands of unrelated flakes of events and experiences blowing about in chaos. Recollection is a pre-condition for recognition, in the root sense of coming-to-know-again. If the sounds of our time passing are amplified in our feelings, emotions, anxieties, loves, guilts, thoughts, beliefs, and hopes, we can neither listen for nor hear these sounds if we cannot come to know ourselves over and over again, changing as we are likely to do with each passing of our time. Recollection and recognition move forward to repossession. What are the gains of power, riches, and fame if we have lost and have never found ourselves again? Repossession is the achievement of belonging to ourselves again, of becoming emancipated from whatever is enslaving us and separating us from the being we deeply want to become.
The great efforts of palliative medicine and palliative care to free people from unrelenting pain, persistent symptom distress, and crushing fatigue are essential creations of spaces for peace: the spaces within which sick and dying people can come to achieve recollection, recognition, and repossession of themselves; the spaces within which they can listen for and hear the sounds of time passing; of their own time passing.
